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On Saturday, October 24, SpaceX crossed the finish line, reaching 800 Starlink broadband internet satellites in orbit needed to provide moderate internet coverage for much of the Earth's surface. Just two days later, the company officially opened Starlink to beta subscribers, advertising 50Mb/s to 150Mb/s broadband internet service for as low as $99 a month
(plus a $499 hardware fee). Demand for new services in the United States has been reported as rapid, and demand in Canada is about to get even brisker - because just this month, regulators approved Starlink to provide internet services in Canada as well. SpaceX Starlink internet is coming -- to Canada. Photo source: Getty Images. How aboot that?
Indeed, in a tweet heard all around the northern hemisphere, Canada's November 6th Innovation, Science and Economic Development (ISED) ministry announced that it had granted regulatory approval for the low-Earth orbit satellite constellation @SpaceXStarlink. How important is this to Canada, and is $99 for at least 50 mbps of internet speed really a
good deal? With Comcast offering 200 mbps for under $50 in local subways in the U.S. you may not think so, but here's the thing: Hear in-day tweets from elated Canadian (future) customers, and hear their laments about being forced to pay, for example, $46 a month (probably Canada) for 6 mbps, $75 for 5 mbps, or even $95 for a measly 2 mbps, it's pretty
clear that the service Starlink is offering would be a major improvement for a lot of rural users Moreover, in an effort to win a rural broadband contract worth $16 billion from the FCC , SpaceX is working hard to get speeds of up to 1 gigabyte per second – as much as a 20x improvement over the original capabilities of the beta service. Why Canada?
Meanwhile, Canada is a reasonable market for SpaceX to target the limited number of satellites it has in orbit (the company wants to eventually put up 12,000 satellites) and bring in some revenue to fund its expansion. Although SpaceX promises near-global coverage of the residential world by 2021, the Starlink website explains that, since the initial
deployment of Starlink satellites is orbiting, SpaceX can actually only provide internet coverage to the Northern United States and Canada by 2020. It's an-OK with Canada, however, that's happy to have SpaceX up on its offer. As ISED Minister Navdeep Bains explained, our government recognizes that high-speed Internet access is no longer a luxury -- it's
essential. Local media began reporting this week on invitations to participate in the out-of-the-out beta program for Canadian customers. According to these reports, SpaceX is offering Canadians almost exactly the same price of service it offers in the United States - C$129 (about $98 U.S.) for the service itself and C$649 ($ U.S.) for hardware. And Musk
recently tweeted out a promise of a major expansion of the service in Canada in six to eight weeks. What it means to be - and investors Even such relatively small numbers can complement big business for SpaceX, however, and be a great opportunity for investors. As SpaceX's internal documents show, the company expects to reap as much as $4 billion in
annual revenue from StarLink subscriptions as early as next year, and increase that revenue haul to $22 billion annually by 2025, at operating margins as high as 60%. This implies that within just a few years, Starlink - which generated no recent revenue like last year - could grow into a $13 billion profit machine. Oh, and here's the best part: SpaceX plans a
Starlink IPO so you can own part of it. Coo said that. Starlink is the satellite broadband arm of SpaceX, the aerospace and space transport company founded by Elon Musk. The business, based on the construction of a large constellation of low-flying satellites spread out in different orbits, aims to provide more affordable internet services with lower latency
and higher capacity than current fiber services. The venture is part of Elon's ultimate goal: to fund inters planeted transport to Mars and the moon. After its first launch in May 2019, Starlink released several batches of 60 satellites per satellite increasing its consistency over time. The construction efficiency has also been improved, now it is possible to
produce at an unprecedented rate of 120 satellites a month, a level never seen before in the field of satellites. This has allowed them to release two batches per month since October 2020, with a total of 904 satellites in orbit. With 12,000 FCC (Federal Communications Commission) approved satellites and another 30,000 requested, these networks will be
able to illuminate ground stations to provide high-speed internet anywhere in the world. With more than half of the world's population lacking Internet access, the success of this and similar businesses can mean a lot, especially for those living in remote locations. As such, Starlink's initial goal will be rural areas where traditional suppliers are struggling to
achieve. They were recently licensed to operate in Canada (where 40% of the population lives in rural areas without high-speed internet access), adding to a million previously authorized terminals in the United States and plans to expand the reach of the near-global world population by 2021. As they are currently conducting private testing, a public beta is
expected to be released in the coming months, at a time from which we can begin to measure Starlink's success with its revenue rather than the pace of development. Such a program, called 'Better Than Nothing Beta', will charge U.S. users a one-time $499 for the device and a monthly subscription of $99. Broadband Internet expected to reach 150Mpbs
latency of 20ms (offers gaming capabilities and HD streaming) in the first months, claims the numbers will improve as they launch more satellites, settings ground stations, and improve their software. Since nearly 700,000 individuals across the U.S. have indicated interest in the upcoming service, Starlink has asked to increase the number of authorized
terminals to five million. In relation to expectations, Starlink's internal documents forecast 40 million subscribers and revenues of between $30 billion and $50 billion annually from 2025. In line with the company's outlook, UBS has estimated revenue opportunities of between $10 billion and $20 billion annually, while investment bank Morgan Stanley has
expected a more optimistic scenario of about $34 billion as soon as next year. In addition, the super-urban project has attracted attention in the military 2018, where the Pentagon has awarded a $28.7 million contract over the next three years to research, develop and test military applications that could return in 2018 at an estimated $10 billion in costs to
design, build and deploy the constellation. Some companies that tried a similar commitment in the 90s ended up in bankruptcy. However, the previous satellites weighed several tons while the new smaller satellites were about 260 kg (570lb), which is crucial to reduce the cost per unit. As the rocket's production requires a large amount of investment, SpaceX
has continued to raise capital over the years. After raising $3.4 billion since its inception, in August 2020, the company made an additional $1.9 billion, doubling its initial offering due to strong demand and potentially ensuring the health of the expensive program in 12 to 18 months. Now, as satellite launch costs have fallen and demand for internet access has
increased globally, there has been competition among several private companies: Oneweb: the most ambitious project alongside Starlink, which has been backed since its inception by Airbus, Japan's Softbank and Virgin Group owner Richard Branson. After launching 74 of the 648 satellites as planned, financial difficulties forced Oneweb to quit many
employees and file for bankruptcy in March 2020. However, after securing more than $41 billion in new funding (including the UK government, who will hold 42% in business), in the past few weeks it has emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy and continued the deployment of its constellations. Kuiper, a subsidiary of Amazon, in July 2020 announced its
intention to enter the race by investing more than $10 billion in project Kuiper, after being approved to deploy more than 3,200 internet constellation satellites over the next decade. However, it has not yet confirmed whether it intends to sell broadband services directly to consumers. Azure Orbital: sponsored by Microsoft, the company is designed to compete
with Amazon Web Services by allowing external companies to use Microsoft ground stations to connect to their satellites. There are a few significant challenges Starlink faces in its efforts to revolutionize internet connectivity globally: high astronomical pollution: astronomers claim the number of visible satellites will outs than visible stars and their brightness
will seriously affect scientific observations. By default, Starlink's satellites change their orbits automatically, observations can not be easily scheduled to avoid them. In addition, there are growing fears that megaconstellations could litter low Earth orbit with hundreds of dead satellites, these are, who have lost contact with ground control teams. The possibility
of satellites colliding: to avoid potential impacts, collision avoidance exercises are carried out three times a day, with estimates showing that this number will increase to eight an hour if all the planned giant constellations are given. If two satellites collapse, they could create thousands of fragments capable of attacking other satellites or even Earth. In 2019, a
near miss occurred when a SpaceX satellite did not move and nearly collided with a European space agency (ESA). As countermeasures to address the challenges, Starlink lowered the altitude of its satellites to about 550 km, changed the satellite coating to reduce their reflective capacity (how to measure surface reflections) and will provide the required
orientation adjustments for astronomical experiments. Starlink has proven so far to be ahead on the satellite internet race due to its independent construction and launch of the spacecraft, with cost efficiency still to be achieved by its competitors. Moreover, Starlink has secured enough money to ensure the business can operate in the near future. By securing
a significant market share, Starlink can become self-sustaining soon. With revenue expected to reach $3 billion to $5 billion by 2025, the initial significant cost of building the satellite constellation, estimated at $10 billion, could be offset in the coming years. Recently, investment bank Morgan Stanley estimated Starlink's value to be about $81 trillion dollars,
nearly double the figures published over the summer, based on a revised outlook of 364 billion subscribers by 2040 and a $240 billion investment needed to build infrastructure. The key question is, can Starlink fight competition, increase capital and attract the hundreds of millions of customers needed to achieve its goals? Goal?
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